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Welcome to the summer edition of Perspective. Our text starts with a “highlight” review of the

performance of various investment markets and then material on interest rates and bonds. Many clients
have expressed concern about this in the last several months. We have been studying our portfolio

investment in bonds since early in the year and here offer some background and expectations for the
future, as well as our plans. After that section, we mention advice on Medicare and then next, we

address some of the operational changes we expect to put into place later this year. Following that is a

piece contributed by DHR’s Shannon Stone, summarizing some of the research she has undertaken on
“Socially Responsive Investing.” The last section discusses a piece by Ray Beldner, one of the artists

whose work we have in our collection and which we feature in this edition. We also include an insert on
Greece and the Euro, written by Jim Parker, of Dimensional Fund Advisors. It is timely, succinct and to
the point for portfolio investors. We think he says it well and we trust it provides some balance to the
anxiety created by the headlines.

Highlight Review of Market Performance

The investment return from securities markets was paltry at best during the second quarter. Bond total
returns (yield plus price change) were negative, as were returns on REITs. Stock market returns were
positive – but not by much.

Market Summary - Second Quarter 2015 Index Returns
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the construction of our bond portfolios and this

section previews the matter. Normally, we would
just execute this kind of change, but the current

environment and the many questions that clients
to comment at more length and in writing.
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This is an example of the classic “Yield Curve”
that illustrates the relationship between interest

rates and maturities on bonds. For those unfamiliar
with such charts, the vertical axis displays the

percentage interest rate earnable on a Treasury
bond, according to the length of its maturity,

shown in years on the horizontal axis. As maturity
lengthens, the rate rises. This particular chart

shows the curve as it stood on three dates - June
in 2014, March in 2015 and again in June 2015.
Rates were higher in June 2014, fell by March

2015, and then rose by the end of June. Note the
low level of all rates, across the spectrum. Even

for a five year maturity, rates were less than 2%.

In general, the interest on the longer maturities is

Many aspects of the globe’s economies have been
unsettling investors lately, with concerns about

interest rates and bonds very much on their minds.
Prognostications and opinions about rates have
filled the financial and even the general press.

Investors could hardly have avoided the subject

and, eventually, such a drum beat begins to affect
one’s head. Since rates tie directly to bonds,

this section of the Perspective reviews the 1)

historical and current composition of DHR bond

investments; 2) our planned changes; 3) how the

changes meet and affect client concerns; 4) what
history and portfolio math show us will likely

come to pass as a result of these changes; and, 5)
why we recommend thinking about the matter in
terms of Long Term Total Return.

set in the market, with buyers and sellers coming

The current composition of our bond portfolios, in

expectation of inflation. Rates at the short end are

that year, investors had significant concerns about

to equilibrium prices, based largely on their

largely influenced by the Federal Reserve’s control
over the overnight lending rate for banks. It is

important to remember that rates at one end can go
up without rates on the other end of the spectrum
doing likewise.
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Over the next several months, we will be changing

have asked about our thoughts have prompted me

1
0

Bonds, Interest Rates and Portfolio Returns

general, goes back to 2008. Following the events of
the world’s liquidity and the amount of money that
governments would have to pump into economies

to keep them afloat, as well as about rising inflation
and interest rates. We decided to adopt a rather

defensive position to protect against losses in the

bond investments, by holding short term maturities

and only those of high quality. The majority of our

After the reduction of the short maturity position,

and DFA, with an average maturity less than five

maturity of about 5 years and a yield of about

bond money is invested in funds from Vanguard

years, concentrating in less than two years. Also,
as we have consistently stated and implemented,
DHR’s bond fund portfolios are globally

diversified, indexed, passive and low cost.
We all know return relates to risk. As a result of

our reduction of maturity risk and the use of high
quality bonds, clients have received less return

in the form of yield. As time has passed, the low
yield has become increasingly painful. We have

the bond portfolios will have an average effective
2%. Even 2% seems rather low, we realize, but
that is the fact of the market. Compared to the

starting point, 0.1%, it is a significant increase.
Furthermore, we might make further maturity
extensions in the future, with a concomitant
increase in yield, when warranted by client

situations. For example, a portfolio invested to

produce income might well hold longer maturities
than one invested primarily for long term growth.

been considering this consequence and what to do

One might ask about timing - this change might

longer remain so defensive in the face of near term

the Federal Reserve Bank. Janet Yellen appears

about it for many months. We have decided to no

risks, and instead have changed our focus to longer
term needs. After extensive study and thought, in

2014 and 2015 we changed our portfolio models,
including the bond portion. We now are ready to

implement the changes. The diversification and the

number of bonds held in portfolios will increase, as
will the average maturity of the total bond portion
of portfolios.

occur almost coincident with potential action by
in the press daily, her words analyzed as though

under a microscope. While not inappropriate, this
is nonetheless only part of the story. We do not

know when the Fed actually will raise rates, or by

how much. Even if they do, we do not know what
will happen to rates on longer term debt. These
uncertainties persist, and make attempts at
timing chancy.

However, some important things will remain the

The strategy of holding short maturities has

diversified, disciplined investment processes. We

rates could rise while longer-term rates remain

same. We remain committed to passive, low cost,
will continue to diversify globally. Furthermore, we
expect yields to increase.

For the last 6 years or so, we have held 50% or

more of bond portfolios in funds which have an

average maturity of about 1.5 years; yield on that
range is about 0.1%. We will now reduce that
position to about 5% of the bond portion.

inherent risks, as we have experienced. Short-term
anchored (the yield curve experiences a “bear

flattening”). In this case, investors holding short

maturities will experience an opportunity cost in
the form of lower yield while they wait for the

anticipated rise in longer term rates. The longer

they wait, the greater the opportunity cost. Also,

investors employing such a strategy then need to
correctly time their subsequent change to
longer maturities.
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Bond maturities range from months to many

years. Unlike the Fed’s control over short rates,
there is no central control for long term bond

longer term.

prices or rates. Sellers and buyers establish prices

Over longer time frames, the fluctuation of bond

both the then-prevailing as well as the expected

– impact. The following paragraph offers

of longer term bonds in the market. At any time,
rate of inflation have a strong influence on bond

prices. Because short-term and long-term interest

prices and bond funds has a different – and smaller
an example.

rates are subject to differing influences, it is

As of May 31, 2013, the yield on the Barclays

simultaneously. Therefore, while one might fret

a weighted average duration of 5.5 years.

entirely possible that they will not rise or fall

over an anticipated fall in prices in short maturity

bonds if the Fed increases short rates, it is possible
that the prices on longer bonds would not be

similarly affected, and would fairly quickly settle
on prices relative to inflation, which has been,

and seems likely to continue to be, quite low. It
is impossible to know in advance when longer
term rates will rise or by how much, or more

importantly, what the effect on prices will be in the
longer term market. Furthermore, our economy

and interest rates do not exist in a vacuum relative
to other countries in the world, which fact causes
other nations’ policy-makers to describe their
views on the effects on their countries of an

increase in rates here. Many of them are quite

negative. This complicates forecasts of interest
rate increases here.

If we shift our focus from short term to long term,

U.S. Aggregate Bond Index stood at 2.1%, with
(Duration and maturity are related, but not the
same. Duration is shorter.) To use a simplistic

example, a one-percentage point rise in yields

during a 12-month period would lead to a new

yield of 3.1%. However, the rise in rates will have
caused prices to fall, so therefore the bond will

have lost 5.5% of its value. All else being equal,

the expected total return during that period would
be the average of the starting and ending yields,

or 2.6%, plus the capital loss associated with the
rising yields (–5.5%), or a total return of –2.9%.

Following the one percentage point rise in rates,

the initial expected return for year two would be
3.1%, instead of 2.1%. So, the expected yield

return of 3.1% would recover the previous year’s

loss of 2.9%, and over a two-year holding period,
an investor would roughly break even in
this example.

then the wisdom of Sir John Templeton, one of

In both cases, the one-time increase in interest

applies. “When is the best time to make a long

losses realized in a true long-term bond portfolio,

the 20th century’s greatest mutual fund managers,
term investment? As soon as you have the money.”
Having these thoughts in mind, we have decided,
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as written above, to extend our focus to the

rates results in a loss in year one, with the largest
which is more highly sensitive to changes in

interest rates, but which we do not hold in our

portfolios. The example above assumes an

Bonds can be hard to understand. Because they

Our earlier points about differing influences on

stocks, people can get upset if they feel that their

equivalent increase in rates across the yield curve.
rates indicate that this assumption might well

not hold. The losses in the long-term bond index

portfolio in year one are sizable and, other things

being equal, would require eight years to recover.

Meanwhile the broadly diversified bond portfolio,

have traditionally been touted as “safer” than

“safe” money is threatened. As you know, we

are always here to answer questions and address
concerns. Please let us know if you have any.

which, although more similar to the bond exposure

Medicare Advice for Our Clients

do our own, realizes a −12.9% loss in year one

In the January issue of Perspective, we made much

This analysis is not meant to dismiss a loss of

advise clients on their Long Term Care coverage

of our clients, still holds longer maturities than
and recovers all losses by the end of year four.

this magnitude as insignificant or to rule out the

possibility of an even larger loss. Indeed, a –12.9%
loss would exceed that of any 12-month decline

that a diversified U.S. bond investor has realized

of the fact that DHR has retained Superior LTC to
and needs. Although we did not offer any detail,

we also mentioned that their advice can be helpful
in Medicare matters.

since September 1974. This example is designed,

A generation ago, when people tended to retire

long-term investor can recover losses realized

Medicare (A&B) at the same time. But the world

rather, to illustrate how over time, a diversified

during a sharp spike in interest rates, and that the
losses realized during this period are likely to be
smaller in magnitude than that of a typical bear
market in equities.

The actual operations of a bond fund help to

mitigate losses. If prices fall because rates have

risen, then the management of the fund uses the

constant inflow of yield and investment capital to

at 65, they signed up for Social Security and

has dramatically changed since then. Many people
now postpone taking Social Security until they

have attained their highest benefit levels. Others
continue to work into their late 60’s or longer,

many because they want to remain productive. The
two benefit systems are entirely separate and these
changes in society have created some confusion

about when to enroll in Medicare Parts A and B.

purchase new bonds – which cost less and generate

Independent of when one selects to commence

equal, the fund will recover its earlier value and

is still working for an employer with 20 or more

higher yield. Consequently, other things being

continue to generate higher yield through out the

process. While not truly “automatic,” the pace of

recovery of value in a bond fund differs from that

receiving Social Security benefits, and unless one
employees, one MUST enroll in Medicare at age

65, or face being unable to obtain health insurance.

of an equity fund. It is generally more predictable
and often faster.
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Some people also falsely believe that they must
sign up for Social Security in order to receive

recommend that you enroll in Part A since it’s free

to postpone commencement of Social Security

and your employer’s coverage won’t cover the

Medicare. This is not true. But if you do plan

benefits, but still need Medicare Health coverage,
then you need to actually ENROLL in Medicare
before your 65th birthday. The government will
not send you a notice that you should enroll in
Medicare. (But here’s a hint: 6 months before
your 65th birthday your mailbox will start to

be stuffed with sales brochures from Medicare
Supplement programs. Blessed Direct Mail!)

That’s the time, or even months earlier, to call
DHR about our resource of expertise.

If you plan to work after you turn 65 it’s

imperative that you speak to the Human Resource
or Benefits Administrator at your company. Some
of the questions to ask include:

Should I sign up for Medicare? Just Part A,
or Part A AND Part B?

How does my employee plan work

with Medicare?

What will my premium be? (You’ll want to

compare your employer’s plan with the options
available with Medicare)

and it may help if you have a major hospitalization
total amount. If you have excellent coverage

through work, then you might be able to wait and
enroll in Part A and Part B when you retire.

However, if you work for a company with LESS

than 20 employees, you must enroll in BOTH Part
A and Part B since Medicare is the primary payer.
(With 20 or more employees, the employer’s

coverage is the primary payer.) You should also
ask your benefits person these questions:

Can I keep my current health plan even if I
sign up for Medicare?

How much will it cost? Medicare premium costs

will change in the near future, through the “tiered”
system of premium calculation. Costs for higher
income earners will rise.

Will my benefits change under the coverage
when I turn 65?

Will a Medicare Supplement plan offer me

better coverage? (You will probably need to

determine this yourself or speak to a Medicare
resource specialist)

If I drop my employer’s coverage to go on

Will my dependents still be eligible for

coverage also?

provided coverage and get a Medicare

Medicare, will my dependents lose their
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Some employers with twenty or more employees

coverage if I decide to drop my employer
supplement plan?

People who retired before age 65 and have

As we have described (in the January 2015

on COBRA, should also speak to their benefits

Eileen and Allen Hamm, of Superior LTC, who

retiree coverage through their employers, or are
administrator several months before they turn
65 and ask these same types of questions.

Make sure you understand your options and the
consequences of failing to enroll in Medicare
when you are eligible.

Perspective) DHR has retained the services of

are expert in healthcare coverage in retirement.

DHR pays for this service. Eileen and Allen can

give you objective advice and get you through the
Medicare maze smoothly and without penalties.
Contact us if you’d like to speak with them.

	
  

Other Thoughts...
Charles Ellis: “The evidence on investment manager’s success with market timing is
impressive – and overwhelmingly negative.”

We analogize the following quote to an understanding of value investing, about which long term

evidence is also overwhelmingly positive. So, paraphrasing Warren Buffet, we say: “With (value
investing), you can figure out what will happen; you can’t figure out when it will happen. You

don’t want to focus on when, you want to focus on what. If you’re right about that, you don’t have
to worry about when.”
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“Sustainable, Responsible

You will notice that that client’s statement includes

By Shannon Stone

the challenge in fulfilling such a request has to do

and Impactful” Investing

Over the past few years we have fielded an

increasing number of client requests regarding
“Socially Responsible” (SRI) or sustainable
investment strategies and vehicles to effect

them. What often starts with a brief question

typically calls for an involved answer; while I

with this dichotomy. While it was the case that

when SRI vehicles were initially constructed they
were mostly exclusionary types of funds, “the

times they are a’changing”. Today, SRI funds are

growing exponentially, and alternative investments
are also expanding rapidly.

would hesitate to call such matters “a double-

As your Financial Advisor, this circumstance can

and options are both gratifying and confounding.

initiating extensive searches to identify funds that

edged sword”, the (current) spectrum of tools

Perhaps more importantly, here at DHR we feel

we can successfully implement an “SRI”-oriented

investment plan. I would like to share some of the

inner workings that go into meeting these requests.
Sustainable, Responsible and Impactful. These

three little words can describe, if not define, the

goals that some clients want to accomplish: that
they would like portions, or maybe their entire

investment portfolio, to reflect how they live their
lives, sustainably, responsibly and with impact on
the causes they hold dear.

Sometimes, in the course of one of our routine

meetings with clients, an individual might state
that he or she would prefer if their investment

funds included (or excluded) companies they wish
(or do not wish) to support. Such a statement
might include directives like “... no weapons,

alcohol, tobacco, or pornography, no fossil fuel or
harmful food companies, but I would like to see
advocacy for women’s equality and human

rights-supporting funds.”
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both positive and negative facets. A good part of

be challenging. Where do we begin? We begin by
most closely match the client’s preferences. We

look at funds that claim to be “green”, while being
conscious of such determinants as the standards

each uses to define that description. After further
digging into an SRI mutual fund’s company

holdings, we sometimes learn there are companies
that the client wanted to avoid altogether in this

“green” fund. To make a color-coded pun, it’s not
all black and white.

Active vs. Index Funds
Clients who have been with DHR for even a single
year have heard us discuss the differences between
active and passively managed funds. The bottom
line of our premise, which is linked to academic
research, is that, while managed funds may out-

perform the markets in certain time periods, they
do not (we think “can not”) sustain that level of

performance over longer periods of time. The top
25% of high performing fund managers do not
remain in the top 25% for long; it’s a guessing

game as to who will be there quarter after quarter

and year over year. Also, operating expense ratios

How does XYZ show a high regard for their

of expenses, anywhere from 50 Basis Points

XYZ using accurate and transparent accounting

on actively managed funds have a wide range

(50 “bps” = ½ of 1%) to 2% and even higher in

some cases. These expenses erode performance

over time, which equates to fewer dollars in the
investor’s pocket.

Passively managed funds are typically tied to

an index, like the S&P 500. Their purpose is to
track that given index and provide the investor
a “market-like return experience”. Costs on

passively managed funds are low, ranging between
5 bps and 50 bps. They offer broad diversification
compared with an actively managed fund, which

employees’ health and safety?; Governance- Is
methods?, Are they engaging in illegal

behavior or use political contributions to obtain

favorable treatment?, and What is the executive
compensation structure? Where the company

lands on the spectrum determines the degree to
which they are considered “green” or not. Just
as Greece has moved from being considered a

Developed Market to an Emerging Market (and
maybe soon to be a Frontier Market), “Green

Companies” can become non-green, and nongreen companies can become green.

may only be invested in a particular sector. You

To illustrate these fluid circumstances, here’s

contain companies in some weighted proportion

green in someone’s eyes, but not green to you,

can almost be certain that an Index Fund will
that you might want to avoid.

How are Companies in an SRI Fund Measured
for “Green-ness”?

The standards of what determines what is

and what is not a “green” company tends to
be a flexible concept. As I write this article,

Environmental, Social and Governance concerns
(“ESG”) are the current drivers of measure,

but are not entirely uniform in implementation
across this sector of investments. They are

somewhat subjective to the eye of the beholder.
Areas that are examined to rate a companies’

“greenness” may include the following examples:
Environmental- What is XYZ company doing to
reduce its carbon footprint on the earth?; Social-

a hypothetical example. Let’s say PepsiCo is

the investor, our client. It may well be true that
PepsiCo is (and has been) making tremendous
efforts to reduce its environmental footprint,

improve energy and water conservation, and

that the company has dedicated many resources
to improving overall productivity and plant

efficiency. PepsiCo also makes Naked Juice,

Quaker Oats and Sabra Hummus. PepsiCo is a
green company and can be found in many SRI

funds. Yet, PepsiCo ultimately delivers a product
that is linked to increasing childhood obesity,

child- and adult-onset diabetes and is a beverage
that provides zero nutrition. Is it a “green”

company? According to some fund families, yes
it is, and to others no; to an investor, the answer
could be both yes and no.

How is XYZ improving the working conditions?,
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An actively managed SRI fund might not have a

Changes at DHR

but tomorrow could be a different story. Portfolio

DHR has moved its operations to a new portfolio

to hold and which to sell. We ask you to keep this

other aspects of our work. We have been working

company in the fund today that you disagree with,
managers make decisions about which companies
in mind when choosing a fund to invest in.

At DHR we are working to provide a diverse

list of Socially Responsible Investments. Our

approach to this universe of investments begins
with seeking funds that are Index-like, broadly

diversified, with low costs and which have several

on this since January; it has necessitated a major
transition, since much of our operations are

handled in this database. The end of the transition

period is approaching, so we are writing about it to
alert you to pending changes in what you will see
in our client communications.

years of historical performance comparisons.

Over the next several months, we will design and

requests (such as fossil fuel-free or that a specific

the biggest change. Our portal will also change,

We then apply the criteria of a client’s specific

company be excluded from the fund) and search
the universe of SRIs to discern what may be
available. With much scrutiny we can then

determine if it “fits” into the portfolio. We then

present our findings to the client for consideration
for implemention. Through careful analysis, open
dialogue and shared understanding, we can help
facilitate a client’s choices and then execute the

implement new reporting formats, which will be
which will necessitate new access steps and

passwords. These two changes will be the most

visible to clients. Less obvious will be new billing
procedures (formatting and delivery, not amounts
or timing) and invoice formats. A purely internal
change will occur to our trading platform
and process.

appropriate trades.

Our entire staff is committed to a smooth

Some of the fund families that currently are in our

We will strive to make all these changes occur

line up of SRI funds include DFA (Dimensional
Fund Advisors), TIAA-CREF, Vanguard, Green
Century Funds, Boston Common, Domini and

Nueberger Berman. We would be happy to speak
with you about SRI investments in your portfolio
at any time.

In the next edition of the Perspective, we will
further address this universe of investments.
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management database and software that relates to

implementation process both for you and for us.
without problems. Nevertheless, the scope of

it is daunting for us, so it is quite possible that
some things will need correction. We ask that
you make us aware of anything you see that

requires correction. We are convinced that, at
the end of the transition, your reports will be

more comprehensive and clear, the portal more
useful to you, the billing effectively the same,

and our operations smoother. We seek clarity and

transparency for you, with better productivity and

efficiency on our side. Please let us know how
your experience with it goes.

Art
DHR Counsel manages money. We ask this

question often: What does money mean to you?
If one searches for meaning in life, one must
surely search to discover whatever meaning

money does, or does not, have. Such searches,
sometimes broad, sometimes focused, usually

lead to finding that one has “searched” more than
one has “discovered.” Many things can prompt

the direction of thought. One of them is art. We

believe that the art at DHR prompts such thought.
DHR displays dozens of pieces of “money art”
in our office, but one stands as the “signature

piece” – “Ceci N’est Pas Une Pipe.” (Translation:
“This Is Not a Pipe.” The image is a picture of a
pipe.) The original, a painting by the same title,
of which this is a creative rendition, was done

by French artist Renee Magritte, who pondered
image, language, labels and even perception

as representations of reality. Philosophically,

the degree to which the former (“image,” etc.)

accurately represent the latter (reality) is, at best,

fuzzy. A viewer, when asked to identify the subject

Our piece, woven out of dollar bills, depicts the

Magritte painting, which purports to depict a pipe.
But, it – the whole - is not a pipe. It is an image of
a pipe. Or, rather, in our case, it is a woven pieced
image of a painted image. Or, is it a bunch of
dollar bills? Or… What’s the point of this?

Ray Beldner, the artist who did our piece used
currency as the medium to create a series of

images, of which this is one, all copies of famous
pieces of modern art. He labelled the series

“Counterfeit.” So, although the dollars are real,

the image is counterfeit, perhaps twice over. To
what extent does it represent reality? To what

extent can the artist’s medium – money – represent
reality? We call this the “signature piece” of the

collection because it represents the fact that money
itself does not represent reality, and in addition,

many of the things that money “means” to us are
not, in fact, realizable with money. This piece

of art contains multiple layers of meaning. The

desire for money can create illusions of success,

happiness, self actualization – the things that most
of us want more than we want material things. Of
course we all know this. The piece of art does not

offer us answers to the puzzle of its own meaning,
let alone the meaning of money in our lives. The

value of the art is not to make known the hitherto

unknown. It is to prompt questions about what we
think and feel when we look at the art.

of this painting, might laugh and say: “It’s a pipe.”

In our conference room, we deal with “more”

it? More laughter, indicating that was not a very

clients’ financial resources - rise and fall in value.

“No,” we say. “It is a picture of a pipe.” Or, is
meaningful reply. Let me deconstruct this.

and “less” money all the time, as portfolios –

Together with clients, we pursue the fulfilment of
needs and of wants. Every “more” offers a hope
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and every “less” carries a cost. One’s reaction to changes in the amount of money (seen as value) becomes

more extreme when money itself is the “meaning.” When one lacks understanding of what one really needs
or wants, then money itself can become the object of desire. We believe that a better understanding of this,
gained through deliberate reflection and self-awareness, can make one a more successful investor, as well
as a happier person. Below we show an image of the art in our conference room and also a copy of
Magritte’s painting.

DHR Investment Counsel, Ltd.
A Registered Investment Advisor

5435 College Avenue, Suite 200 • Oakland, California 94618 • 510.596.2580 • www.dhrcounsel.com

OUTSIDE THE FLAGS
By Jim Parker
Vice President
DFA Australia Limited

July 2015

Greece is the Word
In recent weeks, the world’s markets and media financial pages have
focused intensely on the standoff between debt-laden Greece and its
international lenders over the conditions of any further bailout.
For investors everywhere, both of the large, institutional
kind and individual participants, the story has been fastpaced and difficult to keep up with. More importantly, the
speculation about possible outcomes has been intense.

parity terms (which takes into account the relative cost
of local goods).1

Of course, no one knows the eventual outcome or whether
there will even be a definitive conclusion. After all, this is
a story that has been percolating now for six years—since
Greece’s credit rating was downgraded by three leading
agencies amid fears the government would default on its debt.

On this measure, Greece is a smaller economy than Qatar,
Peru, or Kazakhstan, none of which currently feature
prominently in world news pages. Its economy is about half
the size of Ohio in the US or New South Wales in Australia
and about a tenth of the size of the UK. Even within Europe,
it is tiny, representing only about 2% of the GDP of the
19-nation euro zone.

Since then, the Greek situation has faded in and out of
public attention as rescue packages came and went and
as widespread social and political unrest gripped a nation
known as the birthplace of democracy.

As a proportion of global share markets, Greece is also a
minnow. As of early July 2015, it represented about 0.32%
of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index and just 0.03% of the
MSCI All Country World Index.

But there are a few points to keep in mind. Despite the
blanket media coverage of Greece, this is a tiny economy,
ranking 51st in the world by GDP in purchasing power

And while its total debt is large in nominal terms and relative
to its GDP at about 180%, this still represents only about a
quarter of 1% of world debt markets.

1. Source: World Bank rankings, July 1, 2015.

DIMENSIONAL FUND ADVISORS

Of course, what worries investors is not so much Greece
itself but the wider ramifications of the debt crisis for its
European bank lenders, the future of the single European
currency, and the global financial system.
Yet many of these concerns are already reflected in market
prices, such as Greek government bonds, the spreads of
peripheral euro zone bonds, regional equity markets, and
the single European currency itself.
While no one knows what will happen next, we can look
at measures of market volatility as a rough guide to collective
expectations. A commonly cited measure is the Chicago
Board Options Exchange’s Volatility Index, sometimes known
as the “fear” index. This has recently spiked to around 18,
up from 12 in mid-June. But keep in mind the index was
up around 80 during the peak of the financial crisis in 2008.
Of course, the human misery and dislocation suffered by the
Greek people during this crisis should not be downplayed.
Neither should the financial risks. But from an investment
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perspective, there is still little that individual investors
can do beyond the usual prescription.
That prescription is to remain disciplined and broadly
diversified across countries and asset classes and be
mindful that markets accommodate new information
instantaneously. So the risk in changing one’s portfolio in
response to fast-breaking news is that you end up acting
on events that are already built into security prices.
In summary, the events in Greece are clearly worrisome,
but Greece is a very small economy and a tiny segment of
the global markets. Events are moving quickly, and prices
are adjusting as news breaks and investor expectations adjust.
For the individual investor, we believe the best approach
remains diversifying across many countries and asset
classes, remaining focused on your own goals, and, most
of all, listening to your chosen advisor, who understands
your situation best.

‘‘Outside the Flags’’ began as a weekly web column on Dimensional Fund Advisors’ website
in 2006. The articles are designed to help fee-only advisors communicate with their clients about
the principles of good investment—working with markets, understanding risk and return, broadly
diversifying and focusing on elements within the investor’s control—including portfolio structure,
fees, taxes, and discipline. Jim’s flags metaphor has been taken up and recognized by Australia’s
corporate regulator in its own investor education program.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Diversification does not eliminate
the risk of market loss. There is no guarantee investment strategies will be successful.
All expressions of opinion are subject to change. This article is distributed for informational purposes, and it is not to be construed
as an offer, solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of any particular security, products, or services.
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

